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Growth and New Directions 
CALA Academic Resources & Repository System (CALASYS) 

 

CALASYS Team 
Introduction 

• CALASYS: https://ir.cala-web.org/, started in 2013; 

• Purpose: to curate, archive and promote the CALA members’ research works, the organizational docu-

ments, and Chinese cultural and research resources; 

• Platform: built on Omeka, an open source web-publishing platform; 

• How it works: to store, display, link and exhibit research works, documents and collections; 

• Supported material types: book, book chapter, journal article, conference proceeding, presentation, im-

age, sound, video… 

• How to get involved: to become a contributor (self-contribution, mediated contribution) 

Data clean-up and update:  
• Delete duplicate records (e.g., check and delete the records added in batch import testing);  

• Add files or links to some older records to provide access;  

• Consistency check and edit of various field values; 

• Add 3-8 subjects for each record (if applicable); each subject needs to be in a separate line (for linking 

purpose); 

• Add description and abstract (when available); 

• Add tags (if possible). 

 

Reflections:  
• Data clean up is a long term task; 

• Check newly added records immediately and update them if needed.   

 

Metadata guideline:  

https://ir.cala-web.org/files/original/f957b74629ada06c69c7c1ce68735935.pdf  

Content & Collections 

CALA Chapter Collections 

CALA Member Scholarly Achievements, Chinese Culture Heritage & Chinese Studies Collections 

Plugins 

Get Involved in CALASYS 

Interface & Growth 

CALASYS Committee 
 

Sai Deng, Associate Librarian and Metadata Librarian, University of Central Florida Libraries  

Weiling Liu, Professor and the Head of Office of Libraries Technology, University of Louisville  

Suzhen Chen, Chinese Language Cataloging/Metadata Librarian, University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Mingyan Li, Metadata Librarian, University of Illinois at Chicago 

Meng Qu, Web Services Librarian, University of Miami 

CALA Archives  

This collection archives the CALA’s programs, initiatives, organizational documents and preserves the CALA’s history.  

Sub-collections:  CALA Annual Conference, CALA Documents, CALA Leaders & Members, CALA Newsletter, CALA Occasional Paper Series (OPS), CALA Publications, CALA Video Collection 

 

CALA Chapter Collections 

This collection features local chapters and their programs and activities.  

It highlights the chapter members’ involvements in local programming including their 

presentations that were presented during chapter conferences. 

 

Sub-collections: CALA Greater Mid-Atlantic Chapter, CALA Midwest Chapter, CALA 

Northeast Chapter, CALA Northern California, CALA Southeast Chapter, CALA Southern 

California, CALA Southwest Chapter 

 

 

CALA Member Scholarly Achievements 

This collection showcases members’ research and scholarly works of CALA and it pro-

motes scholarly communications within and beyond CALA. 

 

Chinese Culture Heritage & Chinese Studies 

This collection features publications and materials on Chinese culture, heritage and Chi-

nese Studies.  

 
Sub-collections: 

CALA Best Book Award Collection 

Chinese Studies in the West: The Chinese Record 

Metadata Enhancement 

Exhibit Builder 

Using different layouts based on collection char-
acteristics, e.g., 

Gallery (CALA Best Book Award Collection) 
Waterfall (CALA Leaders and Members Collec-
tion) 
Lightbox (Newsletter Collection) 
 

Search by Metadata 

This allows admins to configure metadata 
fields (e.g., subject) to link to other works/
items with the same field value from the rec-
ord page.  
 

Contribution 

This allows users to contribute records directly 
to the system. Registration is required. 

GeoLocation 
Adds location info and maps to Omeka. 
 

User Profile 
Adds configurable user profiles to Omeka. 
Comments 
Our test of this plugin caused problems in the sys-
tem so it was not implemented. Use with caution.  

Lessons Learned & Final Thoughts 

Student Involvement 
A Win-Win Model: 

• CALASYS gets help from students in data  input; 

• The LIS students received the opportunity to gain basic working experience with metadata creation. 

Example: 
• Participants: 25 LIS students at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, 1 LIS student from Wayne State 
University; 

• Training: metadata basics, CALASYS Metadata Guideline; 

• Workflow: students add records via an input form; via a CSV template, a CALASYS committee mem-
ber batch loads the records. 

Future Plan: 
• Get more students to engage in the project; 

• Explore ways to better work with LIS students, especially in a classroom setting, to ensure the data 
quality of CALASYS, enhance students’ knowledge gained from the experience. 

 Lessons Learned 

• General guidelines, records review and communication among contributors are im-
portant for metadata consistency; 

• Test the interface, plugins and other functionality with care in the test server first, not 
in the production server; 

• It’s better to  think about statistics and impact at the planning stage of the IR’s crea-
tion. 

Final Thoughts  

• New collections and exhibits have been added and will be continually expanded;   

• CALASYS has been gradually growing and the development of CALA’s institutional 
repository is a long-term task; 

• It requires the working group members’ commitment and CALA members’ contribu-
tions for sustainability and growth;  

• We will  get more members and LIS students involved, and prepare brief trainings to 
help them to contribute to the repository. 

CALASYS Record Growth 

https://ir.cala-web.org/
https://ir.cala-web.org/files/original/f957b74629ada06c69c7c1ce68735935.pdf
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